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‘Minister of Ideas’ Tries to Put Brazil’s Future in Focus

By ALEXEI BARRIONUEVO

Brasília

WHEN Roberto Mangabeira Unger looks at Brazil, the country of his birth, he sees a “big, seething caldron

of life, whose most salient characteristic is its vitality.”

But Mr. Unger, a 60-year-old Harvard law professor, also sees the people of Brazil as ambivalent about the

idea of becoming a great country that “would open a unique path in the history of the world.”

The search to turn “imagination into the possible,” as he puts it, is at the heart of Mr. Unger’s three-decade

quest to be a factor in shaping the future of South America’s largest country.

For years Mr. Unger has toiled in the background of Brazilian politics, a would-be kingmaker and political 

philosopher but never the front man of any political success story.

But now he has a chance to chart the future of Brazil from inside the government. Mr. Unger, who three 

years ago denounced the administration of President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva as the “most corrupt in

Brazil’s history,” is now serving the president as his minister for strategic affairs, a post many have referred

to as the “minister of ideas.”

Taking a leave from Harvard, where he has taught since he was 24, Mr. Unger is trying to finally make his 

mark in the country where his maternal grandfather, Otávio Mangabeira, was a political legend.

“I regard myself as a man without charm in a country of charmers,” he said from his office here in Brazil’s

capital. “But I am very tenacious, and I have never given up.”

Mr. Unger today calls Mr. da Silva a “person of great magnanimity and vision” for his stalwart support, and

says now that some of his criticisms were “mistaken and overwhelmed by political passion.”

THE broad challenge for Mr. Unger, known for his failed efforts to tilt Latin American politics to the left with

a carefully defined alternative to neoliberalism, is to help chart a development path for Brazil. His object is to

do away with Brazil’s traditional development model of transferring wealth from the international sectors of

the economy, what he calls a “neo-Korean model,” which has traditionally rewarded the largest businesses

with favorable tax treatment.

“This would require institutional reconstruction, and we as Brazilians don’t know how to do that,” he said.

“The Brazilian people would need to reshape their institutions without the instigation of a great national

crisis, like a war.”

He sees the future in small enterprises. A rapid expansion of credit to smaller producers and a decentralized 

network of technical support centers could help broaden the middle class from below, not above, he said.

“We could light up a revolution in the Brazilian economy,” Mr. Unger said.
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He worries that Brazil will increasingly be caught between low-wage and high-productivity economies. “We

need to escape this vise on the high side of qualification of labor and a sustained rise in productivity,” he

said. “Brazil has no future as a China with fewer people.”

With more than half of all Brazilian workers employed in the informal economy, paying little or no taxes and

receiving little or no benefits, he is calling on the government to reduce the onerous payroll taxes that 

discourage employment of low-skilled workers in the formal economy. 

Mr. Unger also wants to help the government define an economically and ecologically responsible plan for

development in the Amazon rain forest. Noting a recent spike of deforestation, Mr. Unger said that a “form

of environmentalism that is not wedded to a coherent economic strategy for the occupation of the Amazon is

self-defeating.”

“The Amazon is not just a set of trees,” he said. “It is a set of 25 million people. If we don’t create real

economic opportunities for them, the practical result is to encourage disorganized economic activities that

results in the further destruction of the rain forest.”

But he does not claim to have the answers yet. “This is an immense frontier of the imagination,” he said.

“The country can reinvent itself by changing the Amazon.”

Many Brazilians in the political elite doubt that Mr. Unger will have much success in translating his ideas

into concrete policies. “Unger is too messianic for this place,” said Bolívar Lamounier, a political analyst

here.

Some of Mr. da Silva’s top advisers view Mr. Unger as a political wild card, somewhat awkward and

eccentric. He speaks Portuguese with a decidedly American accent. During a tour of Africa last summer with

the president, Mr. Unger could often be seen engrossed in Milton’s “Paradise Lost.”

Supporters say Mr. Unger’s intellect is an asset to Mr. da Silva. “He turns out ideas in a machine-like pace,”

said Jorge Castañeda, a former foreign minister of Mexico and a close friend of Mr. Unger.

POLITICS and intellect were always prized in the Unger family, which moved to New York from Rio de

Janeiro when Mr. Unger was 6 months old. He remembers, at age 8, his mother reading him Plato’s

“Republic,” arousing a passion for philosophy that “has never been quenched.” After the death of his father,

an American lawyer and businessman, when Mr. Unger was 11, the family moved back to Brazil.

Mr. Unger’s second love was politics, which he inherited from his mother’s side. Her father, Mr. Mangabeira,

was a former astronomy professor who became one of the most powerful governors of Bahia State.

After college in Brazil, he traveled back to the United States in 1969 for graduate study at Harvard. By that

time Brazil’s military dictatorship was turning violent, and Mr. Unger said it was too dangerous to return.

Harvard offered him a teaching post, and by 1976, when he was not yet 30, he had won tenure and remains

the law school’s only Latin American faculty member.

At Harvard he threw himself into a series of theoretical projects, while keeping a hand in Brazilian politics. 

In the mid-1990s he and Mr. Castañeda led an effort to define a new alternative to neoliberalism, which

emphasizes the private sector and the primary role of market forces in driving an economy. 

The men sought an approach that challenged the prevailing laissez-faire orthodoxy and encouraged the state

to intervene in financial markets. They headed a group that included leaders like Ricardo Lagos, Chile’s

former president, and Mexico’s Vicente Fox. But to his dismay, Mr. Unger said, those proposals were never 
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translated into policy.

Today he rails against the two visions of the left: the “populist, authoritative nationalist version” pursued by

the Venezuelan president, Hugo Chávez, and the “well-behaved left” of Western Europe, which seeks to

humanize the existing institutional model through social policy. The alternative to neoliberalism’s

dependence on the market economy, Mr. Unger believes, lies not in transfers of money but in a “sustained

broadening of opportunity” requiring innovation and experimentation with democratic institutions.

If the post does not work out, he says, he will always have the “garden” — the safe haven of Harvard, where

he has written some 16 books in English and Portuguese. Indeed, while he works in Brasília, his family still

lives in Cambridge, Mass. His wife, Tamara Lothian, an American, now teaches law and finance at Columbia.

His oldest son attends Harvard, and his three other children are at boarding schools in the United States.

“A situation like I had at Harvard is like a paradise,” he said. “The freedom is extraordinary. But there is a

problem with life in a garden. It is not dangerous enough. Nothing in it can happen that will really shake you

up and make you live.

“The supreme good of life is vitality. And vitality is always seeping away.”
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